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CONDEMN THE SALE OF CHILDREN UNDER THE COVER OF ADOPTION 

 

The sale of Ethiopian children under the cover of adoption has now reached 

alarming proportions with more than 70 adoption agencies in action and the 

Ministry of women’s affairs and government backed middle men busy selling off 

children. 

 

There are laws and regulations concerning adoption procedures in Ethiopia. These 

are not being observed at all. The official agencies engaged in the brazen sale of 

children are more or less all linked to the regime’s power holders (including Meles 

Zenawi) and documents are forged, evidence silenced and children given false 

identities and sold for the highest bidder. Ethiopian children are cheap to adopt 

(as compared to Russian and Cambodian ones) say many coming to adopt. The 

adoption racket involves not orphaned children only (of whom there are some 5 

million) but children with parents who are sold off because the parents are poor. 

The child adopted by actress Angelina Jolie is not an orphan but with live parents 

who are Christian and not Moslem (and therefore the change of the child’s name 

to Zahra by her adoptive “mother” is improper). Many foreigners have adopted 

children who have parents after the authorities had informed them falsely that 

the children are orphans. 

 

With thousands of Ethiopian children being sold off in their thousands at ten 

thousand dollars minimum per head the regime is reaping in millions. It is a 

profitable business that violates the rights of children and parents too. It is such 

a cruel undertaking that brothers and sisters have been separated and sold off 

for adoption to persons living in different countries. The waiting and investigation 

period prior to the adoption in accord with the law of Ethiopia is not observed at 

all. Thus, in Ethiopia now adoption is a racket, an illegal business and those who 

take part in it are abetting in the violation of the rights of children. 

 

INJUSTICE ANYWHERE IS INJUSTICE EVERYWHERE 
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